ABSTRACT GooFit is a thread-parallel, GPU-friendly function evaluation library, nominally designed for use with the maximum likelihood fitting program MINUIT. In this use case, it provides highly parallel calculations of normalization intergrals and log (likelihood) sums. A key feature of the design is its use of the Thrust library to manage all parallel kernel launches. This allows GooFit to execute on any architecture for which Thrust has a backend, currently, including CUDA for nVidia GPUs and OpenMP for single-and multicore CPUs. Running on an nVidia C2050, GooFit executes 300 times more quickly for a complex high energy physics problem than does the prior (algorithmically equivalent) code running on a single CPU core. The design and implementation choices, discussed in detail, can help to guide developers of other highly parallel, compute-intensive libraries.
Parameter estimation, often called 'fitting', is an important step in many physics analyses. Modern high-energy physics experiments are delivering data at increasing rates, and data sets have already grown so large, and physics models so complicated, that the running time of fits is a serious bottleneck. For example, in Ref [1] , the eventual data sample was in excess of half a million events, and fits parallelised using MPI took 8-12 hours using 20 cores. The most commonly used tool for parameter estimation in particle physics is MINUIT [2] ; it is a library -originally written in FORTRAN, now available in C++ -containing several algorithms for searching a parameter space to find the minimum of a user-provided function. The most widely used part of MINUIT is known as MIGRAD, an implementation of Davidon's variable metric algorithm [3] . MINUIT is commonly used with the wrapper library RooFit [4] , which provides object-oriented variable and function definitions, methods for normalisation integrals, and plotting utilities. RooFit is the primary inspiration for GooFit. It is intended to offer a similar interface to MINUIT, but speed up its execution by, transparently to the user, parallelising function evaluation. In tests with real physics problems using an nVidia C2050 GPU, we have achieved speedups as high as a factor of 300 relative to the prior (algorithmically equivalent) code running in a single thread in a single CPU core, a factor of 50 relative to precisely the same code executing in a single thread in a single CPU core under OpenMP, and a factor of 5 relative to executing in 16 threads in a dual quad-core system.
GooFit originally targeted nVidia GPUs, using the proprietary language CUDA [5] and its nvcc compiler; consequently it distinguishes between the 'host', the CPU on which the organising thread runs, and the 'device', the accelerator which does the massively-parallel function evaluation. GooFit now uses the Thrust template library [6] to organise all kernel launches. As a side benefit, this also allows OpenMP execution on ordinary single-and multi-core CPUs, using the gcc compiler.
This paper explains the internal workings of GooFit's engine core, especially the index array mechanism that mimics the virtual-function lookups and member variables of classes available in vanilla C++, but not in CUDA. This mechanism is what allows GooFit to evaluate arbitrary functions, in combinations not known at GooFit's compile-time, on the GPU. A companion paper [7] shows how to use the GooFit interface and how to customise the function library. There, we consider the engine core as a black box and show how to set up fits without concern for what is happening under the hood. This paper is intended for those who want to take the black box apart and look at the gears, whether to debug, extend, or to apply the arbitrary-functions mechanism to other projects.
Section II contains an overview of the program flow and overall design of GooFit. The following sections, III through VII, consider the detailed implementation of each step. In addition to the code snippets in these sections, some of which are slightly rearranged to make long lines fit on the page, the full GooFit codebase 1 is distributed as an open-source project under terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License, version 3.0, at https://github.com/GooFit/ GooFit. Section VIII outlines the results of using GooFit in real physics analyses; this information has also been reported in [7] . Section IX shows how GooFit switches between the Thrust backends it supports, at the moment CUDA and OpenMP. Finally, section X considers the future development of GooFit.
A. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD FITS
GooFit is a fitting package; its intended use is to estimate parameters by fitting models to data. Data consists of events; events are independent measurements of one or more observables. For example, we might measure the energy and polarisation of photons emitted from some physical process; each event thus consists of two observables E and θ. Then, our model may be that the energy is normally distributed with standard deviation σ around a mean µ, while the polarisation is distributed as, say, P(θ ) = a + b cos(θ ). Then σ , µ, a and b are the fit parameters, the values we want our fit to determine. Internally, GooFit represents both kinds of numbers using the Variable class, but they are conceptually distinct: Observables are measurements, which the fit must take as given, while parameters are what the fit varies to determine how the model can best match the data.
Fits are usually made in one of two ways: unbinned, in which we calculate the probability of each event, and maximise the joint probability with respect to the parameters; and binned, in which we calculate the expected number of events in each bin and minimise the χ 2 statistic which describes the overall deviations from the observed numbers.
II. DESIGN OF GOOFIT
In broad outline, the user of MINUIT must provide two things: first, a list of parameters for the fit to vary; second, a function of those parameters, which the fit will minimise. Typically the function is a probability density function (PDF) that predicts the distribution of a data set, and the quantity minimised is the difference between the PDF and the data. In principle, one could write a CUDA kernel and launch it manually on some set of data every time a new fit was needed; indeed this is a very useful exercise for anyone who is a newcomer to either MINUIT or CUDA. This approach is, however, slow and error-prone. The central design goal of GooFit is to abstract away the details of writing the kernels, 1 This paper refers to version 0.4. and allow the user to construct functions, including composite functions, from C++ objects -no CUDA knowledge required. A secondary goal is to make it easy to add a new function class to the library when needed.
FIGURE 1.
Control and data flow of a GooFit program (top) and overall architecture of GooFit (bottom). Previously published in [7] .
A generic outline of the flow of a GooFit program is shown in Fig. 1 . It begins in the yellow user code, which creates GooFit Variable and GooPdf objects, representing parameters and functions respectively. The user code usually also creates a DataSet object and passes it to the target device (labeled 'GPU' in the figure, though a multi-core CPU is also a possibility; this is discussed in section IX) using the setData method of GooPdf; this is discussed in detail in section IV. When all is ready, the user invokes the fit method, which translates the Variables for MINUIT by repeated calls to DefineParameter, sets the functionto-be-minimised to be FitFun, and by default invokes the MIGRAD search algorithm. Note that the user can access the underlying TMinuit object if he wants to run a different search algorithm, and in principle it is possible to replace MINUIT entirely and use a different search package -this is the purpose of the FitManager interface, to isolate the interaction with outside libraries (in purple) to a single point. VOLUME 2, 2014 SNIPPET 1. A class declaration for a hypothetical object-oriented implementation of GooFit.
SNIPPET 2.
An evaluate method for a hypothetical object-oriented implementation of GooFit.
SNIPPET 3.
Definition of the device_function_ptr function signature used to pass information to GooFit evaluation methods.
Next, the MIGRAD algorithm searches the parameter space, invoking FitFun with different sets of parameters. FitFun translates from MINUIT's parameter representation to GooFit's, and passes this information to calculateNll, which copies it to the target device. It then launches the normalisation and evaluation kernels using its MetricTaker object's operator methods, as discussed in sections VII and VI respectively. Finally, the operator method dispatches event data to the evaluation functions, as discussed in section III. Note that the user may define custom evaluation functions, hence the reappearance of some yellow in the midst of GooFit blue.
III. FUNCTION TABLE
In a fully object-oriented fitting implementation, we would create a PDF class with a virtual evaluate method, as indicated in Snippet 1, where the CUDA keyword __device__ indicates execution on the device, and fptype is a GooFit typedef that can point to either float or double, allowing rapid switching of precision. Unfortunately, when we started this project, CUDA did not support virtual functions on the GPU. GooFit therefore mimics what the C++ runtime would do by using a table of function pointers. This section explains how the function table is populated and used.
A. SIGNATURE
In a hypothetical, fully object-oriented version of GooFit, evaluate would be a member function of a PdfBase subclass, and would have access to member variables describing which parameters to use and which observables to look at. For example, we can imagine a GaussianPdf class's evaluate method, as indicated in Snippet 2, where m_xval, m_mean and m_sigm would all be member variables of GaussianPdf, and the Event and Parameter classes would contain some mapping from (say) Variable * to fptype.
In the non-hypothetical version of GooFit, the device-side implementation of PDFs is not at all object-oriented, and falls back on the older C-style idiom of explicitly passing around all the information used in the function call. In effect, the underlying structure hidden by the syntactic sugar of object-oriented code is all exposed in GooFit. Thus, in place of an Event object, a Parameter object, and member variables, GooFit evaluation methods accept raw fptype pointers to event and parameter arrays, and an index array containing the information about which entries in the event and parameter arrays to use. The code shown in Snippet 3 defines the shorthand device_function_ptr to mean ''pointer to a function taking two fptype arrays and an array of unsigned int, and returning an fptype.'' Populating the index array is a complex subject in its own right, explained in section IV. For purposes of understanding the function table, it is only necessary to know that all GooFit evaluation functions have the signature above.
B. POPULATING THE FUNCTION TABLE
The function table is dynamically populated at runtimemore specifically, when GooPdf objects are created. Every GooPdf subclass constructor does at least two things: populate the index array and create a handle -an integer that serves as a nickname for the function pointer -for the associated evaluation function if one doesn't already exist. The constructor of the GaussianPdf, which does nothing else, is a good example; see Snippet 4. The macro GET_FUNCTION_ADDR copies the address of the associated function, in this case device_Gaussian, from a statically declared device-side pointer, in this case ptr_to_Gaussian, into the global variable host_fcn_ptr. This rather circuitous approach is a workaround for features of nvcc. The initialise method then calls findFunctionIdx to place the address into the function table if it is not already there, as illustrated in Snippet 5. Note the return value:
it is the index of the function pointer in the function table. This index is used as the ''function handle'' everywhere else in GooFit. This allows PDFs to store other functions simply by stashing an unsigned integer in their index array. Note also that device_function_table is an array of SNIPPET 6. By default, callFunction is used to call standard evaluation functions.
SNIPPET 7.
One of the two evaluation methods of the AddPdf class. 'Ext' is short for 'extended', indicating that there are as many weights as components; the non-extended method treats the weights as fractions, and takes the weight of the final component as one minus the weight of all the others. void * ; this allows storing of functions which do not have the usual (fptype * , fptype * , unsigned int * ) argument signature. An example can be seen in TddpPdf, which stores resolution functions in this way. Some caution is suggested when using this feature, however; if a non-standard function is called through the usual callFunction method discussed below, GooFit will crash.
C. NESTING
The callFunction method, shown in Snippet 6, is the default way to call a standard evaluation function, typically to get the PDF value for a single event in the data set being fit. Here, eventAddress points to the first observable for this event; the others are found by offsetting from eventAddress. Usually this will be somewhere in the global event array. The global variable cudaArray is an array containing the parameters of all the functions, and paramIndices is a global array containing the positions within cudaArray of the parameters of the PDFs. The offset parIdx indicates the starting position of the indices of the function being called.
The purpose of the callFunction method's signature is to allow nesting of function calls, since every function is uniquely identified by its handle and parameter index.
An example is the evaluation method of the AddPdf class, shown in Snippet 7. This method evaluates a function of the form f i F i ( x; α i ), where the weights f i and the elements of α i are parameters of the fit. For each function F i in the sum, the method needs to know three things: the function index, its parameter index, and its weight. The index array, therefore, has this structure: the first entry is the number of parameters -this is a GooFit-wide convention, enforced by the initialise method of GooPdf. Then follow triplets of function information: function handle, parameter index, and index of the weight parameter. Notice that, although both the weights f i and component parameters α are fit parameters, AddPdf treats them differently: It uses the weights in its own calculation, but passes the α on to its components for their use.
With this information, the device_AddPdfs method iterates over the triplets, passing the event, function handle, and parameter index to callFunction. Then callFunction, in its turn, may invoke device_AddPdfs again, albeit with a different set of parameters, or it may invoke other compound functions like ProdPdf, whose index array also contains pairs of function handles and parameter indices. Eventually this process bottoms out in a simple function that calls no others.
A specific example may be helpful at this point. Consider a measurement in which we have a signal component described by a Gaussian and a background or noise component described by a second-order polynomial. The probability density function is then
where G and P are Gaussian and polynomial functions normalised over the range of our observations, x min to x max :
Fig. 2 shows how
AddPdf's index array represents this sum. First, the global parameter array, the argument pars in Snippet 7, contains the current value of the fit parameters in the order they were registered, as discussed in section IV. The index arrays of the Gaussian and polynomial functions (in green and purple) consist of the indices for their variables within the parameter array, plus a header containing the number of parameters, plus information about the event variable, as discussed in section IV. Notice that all index arrays are part of the global paramIndices array; the division into ''Gaussian index array, polynomial index array, AddPdf index array'' is purely conceptual. The AddPdf part of the array, in amber, first has the header giving its size, in this case 6 -two triplets. Then follows the triplet for the Gaussian: 0, 0, 5. The first zero points into the function table, indicating the function to call; the second points at paramIndices (in which it is itself contained), indicating where the index array of that function starts; and the five points at the parameter array, indicating the position of the weight n s . Similarly, for the second triplet, the number 1 points at the function table; the 5 is the location within paramIndices where the index array for the polynomial begins; and the 6 is the location, within the parameter array, of n b .
Although it may not be immediately obvious, there is some method to our choice of when to pass a raw pointer to an array, and when to pass an index and allow the called code to decide what it is an index into. In particular, we pass raw pointers to the global event array, as opposed to event indices, because in some contexts (most notably normalisation) it is useful to make a ''fake'' event, that is, one which is calculated on the spot rather than pre-loaded into memory. Similarly, although there is currently nothing in GooFit that makes a ''fake'' parameter array, we retain the option of introducing such a feature by explicitly passing the global parameter array instead of allowing the evaluation functions to assume that they are always to take parameter values from cudaArray.
IV. THE INDEX ARRAY
Snippet 7 and Fig. 2 show an example of the index array in use, storing the function-and-parameter index pair that uniquely identifies functions, plus the index of a weight parameter, for use in the AddPdf class. Snippet 8 shows the same index array being constructed. Passed an array of components and an array of their weights, the AddPdf constructor iterates over both, recording triplets:
• Function handles, returned by the getFunctionIndex method and ultimately set by findFunctionIdx, as discussed in Section III.
SNIPPET 8. Construction of the index array for AddPdf. Some code elided for clarity. The full code can be found at https://github.com/GooFit/GooFit.
SNIPPET 9.
Device code for evaluating a Gaussian probability.
• Parameter indices, returned by getParameterIndex and set by initialise, which will be discussed next.
• Indices of weights, which are set and returned by registerParameter. The registerParameter method is similar to findFunctionIdx: it maintains a list of registered Variable objects with indices. When passed a new Variable, one not already in the list, the method assigns the Variable an index; otherwise it returns the existing index. This index is the position of the Variable within the global parameter array paramIndices. For example, suppose we are setting up a simple fit to a single Gaussian. The GaussianPdf constructor registers the mean µ and standard deviation σ as parameters, in that order; their indices are 0 and 1. If, instead, we have two Gaussians with a shared mean, the order of the registerParameter calls will be thus:
• First Gaussian registers µ; index 0 is assigned and returned.
• First Gaussian registers σ 1 , index 1 is assigned and returned.
• Second Gaussian registers µ, which is already in the list; 0 is returned.
• Second Gaussian registers σ 2 ; index 2 is assigned and returned. In the evaluation method, each Gaussian will be passed its own index array, and use it to look up its own parameters, as shown in Snippet 9. For both Gaussians, indices [1] equals 0, the index of their shared mean; so they use the same entry in the parameter array par -which is precisely the intention. On the other hand, their values for indices [2] are 1 and 2 respectively, so they look up different entries for σ 1,2 .
Every GooPdf constructor, in addition to whatever other tasks it might have, must do at least these two things: it must populate its own index array -usually though not necessarily involving calls to registerParameter -and must send it to the initialise method. The initialise method will create the full index array of the PDF object, which consists of two parts: the parameter list, starting with the number of parameters; and the observable list. The parameter list consists of the integers that the subclass constructor pushes onto the pindices vector; as we've seen in the AddPdf case (see Fig. 2 ), they are not necessarily indices of parameters, but that is the default case. Note that it is up to the creator of new PDF classes and evaluation functions to interpret the indices correctly. The second half of the index array consists of indices of observables within events, rather than parameters within the parameter array; otherwise it has the same structure, with the first entry being the number of observables, and subsequent entries being the indices within an event. Consider a fit to two Gaussians with different observables x and y, registered in that order and assigned indices 0 and 1. In the line This double-indirection lookup, using a value contained in indices to determine where in indices to look for the index of the value we actually want, is sometimes confusing, and worth considering in detail. First, the 2 used as an offset in the index of indices accounts for the spaces occupied by entries indicating the number of parameters or observables. Then, indices[0] is the number of parameters; to get to observables we want to skip ahead by this many. We now understand how the parameter part of the index array is used and populated, and how the observable part 2 Not a typo! is used. It remains to consider how the observable part is populated. The initialise method reserves space for the observable indices, but does not set the values. This is because the indices of observables are not known until the entire PDF has been constructed and all subcomponents have registered their observables. There is no global repository of observables; 3 each component PDF maintains its own. A ''boss'' PDF such as AddPdf creates its list of observables by recursively fetching the observables of its components. If the observable indices were assigned at PDF creation time, the two Gaussians of our example above would both assign their observable, x and y respectively, the same index 0; and this would obviously be disastrous.
Instead, a call to the setData method is taken as a signal that PDF construction is done and that the object on which we called setData is the top-level PDF, the one of which all others are components. (Care should be taken only to invoke setData on GooPdfs which genuinely are the top-level objects of their fit.) This boss PDF recursively gathers all the observables of itself and its components and iterates over them to assign indices. Next it copies these indices to host_indices, a hostside copy of the global parameter array paramIndices using the method shown in Snippet 10. Here, obsIter is a typedef for an iterator over the container class for observables, currently vector, and components is a member variable containing pointers to component PDFs. Each GooPdf object knows its own position within the global index array, stored in the member variable parameters; thus host_indices[parameters] is the equivalent of indices[0] in an evaluation function -it is the place where this GooPdf's index array starts. Then we recognise 2 + numParams as just the offset to get to the index of the index of the first observable. The iteration over the observables sets these indices in each GooPdf's part of the host-side parameter array. Finally, everything is copied across to the device side: This completes the population of the index array.
Having gotten this far in studying what setData does, we may as well finish the job by considering its eponymous task, actually moving the observable values onto the target device, The code shown in Snippet 11 has two fairly straightforward parts. The double for loop copies from the internal storage of UnbinnedDataSet into a host-side data array. Event number i starts at i * dimensions, and the observable ( * obs) is offset by its index from that position. The method getValue returns the value of the provided Variable in event number i. We thus create an array whose format is x1 y1 z1 x2 y2 z2 ... xN yN zN where x, y and z are the observables. The second part allocates room for a copy of this data array on the target device, and copies the numbers across.
Thus far we have considered unbinned data; for binned data the implementation is similar, but we create an array of the form x1 y1 z1 E1 V1 x2 y2 z2 E2 V2
... xN yN zN EN VN where x, y, z describe the center of a three-dimensional bin, E is the number of entries in a bin, and V is either the volume or the weight of a bin -this allows fits with nonuniform binning, or fits with user-specified errors, but not both at the same time. Expanding GooFit to allow both is relatively straightforward.
The evt pointer that is passed to evaluation methods is a pointer into the global event array; the thread that evaluates the nth event is passed the pointer dev_event_array + n * eventSize. This is considered in more detail in section VI. 
V. PARALLELISATION USING THRUST
The fundamental operation of GooFit, that which it is intended to parallelise, is to evaluate a particular function for each event in a data set, and return the sum of all the function values. This fits very neatly into a transform-reduce framework in which each event is first transformed by the evaluation of our function, and then the set is reduced by summing over it. It is not surprising, then, that the kernel launch, the point at which GooFit talks to the GPU through the intermediary of the Thrust library, uses the transform_reduce method. However, there is a certain amount of infrastructure surrounding this conceptual simplicity, and this is what we consider in this section.
The core kernel launch occurs in the sumOfNll method in the GooPdf class. 'Nll' is short for ''negative loglikelihood'', that is, the negative sum of the logarithms of the probabilities of each event. Minimising this quantity -for historical reasons, MINUIT insists on minimising rather than maximising -is equivalent to maximising the joint probability of the data set. GooFit does not necessarily do a log-likelihood fit; the metric to be minimised can be anything the user pleases. A frequently used example, which GooFit already supports, is a sum of χ 2 in a binned fit. This is explored further in section VI. However, the log-likelihood metric was the first one implemented, so the name has stuck. The method itself is quite small, as shown in Snippet 12.
Let us go through this from the inside out. The two calls to make_tuple within make_zip_iterator create the two triplets of iterators that define the range over which the transformation operator will work. Specifically, we pass the event number, the starting point of the data set (in this case dev_event_array), and the size of an event. A zip_iterator is a Thrust construct consisting of several individual iterators, each of which is incremented when the zip_iterator is. The difference between two zip_iterators is taken as the difference between their first members, in this case the counting_iterator over events -so numEntries threads are created. The two constant_iterators do not change on being incremented; thus, the nth thread gets the triplet • Event number n • Data array starts at dev_event_array • Event size is numVars. Thrust takes care of the division into blocks and the transformation from the underlying threadIdx and blockIdx (or in the case of OpenMP, thread number) variables to a unitary ''event index'' argument. We initially experimented with setting the number of blocks and threads manually, but found that the Thrust defaults were optimal to within a few percent for our test cases.
Next, logger is a member variable of GooPdf, pointing to an instance of the auxiliary class MetricTaker. We return to this class in more detail in section VI; for now, it suffices to note that it keeps track of the top-level PDF and of the metric to apply, and that it does the transformation from event index to position in the event array. These three arguments specify the transformation part of the algorithm. Then, cudaPlus and dummy specify the reduction: simply VOLUME 2, 2014 SNIPPET 14. Operator method of the MetricTaker class, slightly rearranged for readability.
to add the results together, starting at zero. Conceptually we can translate the entire transform_reduce call into the for loop shown in Snippet 13.
The call to logger's operator method in the notional for loop raises a design question: it is clear why we are passing evtIndex on every call, but why are dev_event_array and eventSize, which do not change within the loop, arguments to this method? Why not make them member variables of MetricTaker, as the function handle and parameter index of the top-level PDF are? The answer is that although the data set and event size are constant here, we use different ones in the otherwise similar transform_reduce call in the normalise method discussed later; so it is more natural to have them as arguments. The function index, on the other hand, does not change after GooPdf initialisation (where the MetricTaker is constructed), so we specify it once and are done.
VI. EVENT AND FUNCTION DISPATCH
The auxiliary MetricTaker class is named for its task of calculating the goodness-of-fit metric that we are trying to minimise, usually a negative log-likelihood or a χ 2 . To do so it stores, as member variables, the function handle and parameter index of the containing GooPdf object -usually the top-level PDF -and a function index for the eponymous goodness-of-fit metric. By writing new metric functions, one can extend the types of metric GooFit supports. As discussed in section V, MetricTaker's operator method, one per thread, receives as input an event index (which Thrust calculates from the underlying thread and block information), a pointer to the beginning of the data array, and an event size.
From these it calculates the location of the event that this thread is to handle, and dispatches that pointer, along with the function handle and parameter index, to callFunction, which is discussed in section III. The value returned from callFunction is then passed to the metric function, as shown in Snippet 14.
Notice that the pointer to the metric function, like pointers to evaluation functions, is stored in device_function_ table, but does not have the usual device_function_ ptr signature; hence the cast from void to function pointer is not done by callFunction. This is an example of the feature discussed in section III, that the device_function_table, being an array of void * , can store any kind of function. The tradeoff for this flexibility is that the developer must keep his tongue straight in his mouth and not try to use a pointer to fooFunctionType in a call to barFunctionType.
Functions of type device_metric_ptr take three arguments, of which two are straightforward. The first is simply the function value for which to calculate the goodnessof-fit metric. The third is the parameter index for the containing GooPdf object; this is used to look up the normalisation factor, as explained below. The second argument is a pointer to the second-to-last entry in the current event. This is a hack which allows a single operator method to handle both unbinned and binned fits. For binned data, as explained in section IV, the last two entries of an event are the bin content and bin volume. These numbers are used in, for example, the χ 2 calculations shown in Snippet 15. Here, normalisationFactors[par] contains the inverse of the integral of the function across the allowed domain. Thus, the function value at the center of the bin, rawPdf, multiplied by the normalisation factor and the bin volume, is (with the approximation that the function varies slowly across the bin) equal to the expected fraction of events in the bin. Multiplying by the total number of events, stored in functorConstants [0] , gives the expected number of events. To get the χ 2 value, we subtract the observed number of events, divide by the square root of the observed number, and square the whole quantity.
For unbinned fits, on the other hand, the second argument is ignored. This is illustrated in Snippet 16 where the code simply returns the negative logarithm of the normalised PDF, i.e. the likelihood, for the event. Notice that in this case, the event size might be 1 (for binned fits, the minimum event size is 3, in the case of a single dimension -bin center, bin content, bin size) and if so, the pointer to the ''second-to-last'' entry is actually pointing to the previous event! However, since it is not used, this does not matter.
Notice that we take the absolute value of eventSize; this is a relic of an earlier method of distinguishing binned from unbinned fits. We have retained the flag of making eventSize negative for possible future use, at the expense of some clarity in the code plus the need for this explanatory paragraph.
VII. FUNCTION NORMALISATION
Probability density functions, by definition, have the property that their integral over the range of interest is one; in other words, the sum of probabilities for all possible outcomes 4 must be unity. GooFit evaluation functions generally return un-normalised values; that is, their integrals over the allowed range is not equal to one. The reason for this is threefold. First, not every fit involves a PDF; for example, one might fit TABLE 1. Timing results for a time-dependent amplitude analysis of 100 000 D 0 → π − π + π 0 candidates, an unbinned maximum likelihood fit (Mixing fit) and for a binned maximum likelihood fit (Zach's fit). The platform specifications are provided in Table 2 .
a polynomial to a set of points, and then the function does not obey the above constraint. Second, in many cases the analytic integral of a function is computationally expensive, or even unknown. Third, even when known and inexpensive, integrating within the evaluation function would require passing around the limits of the integration to be done, increasing the complexity of the code. For these reasons, GooFit performs numerical integration of PDFs, and does it separately from the main evaluation. This section shows the details of how this is done.
Section VI shows how the metric-evaluation functions use the normalisationFactors array to calculate likelihoods (or expected fractions) from raw function values. This array is filled on every MINUIT iteration, just before the call to sumOfNll. In particular, the creatively-named normalise method first checks whether there is an analytic expression for the integral of its GooPdf class; if not, it numerically calculates the integral. Either way, the inverse integral is stored in host_normalisation and, when all integrals have been calculated, copied to the deviceside normalisationFactors array. The parameter member variable of GooPdf has an extra duty here: it stores the index of the PDF's inverse integral within normalisationFactors as well as of its parameters in cudaArray.
GooPdf subclasses may advertise an analytic integral by overriding hasAnalyticIntegral to return true; if they do, they must also override the integrate method, unless their integral is zero. Most subclasses will use numerical integration. Here, a fitting package intended for massively parallel execution has an advantage: it can simply evaluate the integrand at several tens (or hundreds) of thousands of points and sum the values. This said, the number of points required for this brute-force approach is literally exponential in the number of dimensions. Normalisation is perhaps the weakest part of GooFit, requiring special care even for fits of only three or four dimensions. The brute-force approach is ripe for disruptive evolution in future iterations of the package.
To specify the grid of points for numerical integration, each GooPdf object has a normRanges member variable, which is an array of triplets, one for each observable of the function. Each triplet is the lower bound, upper bound, and number of integration bins to use for that observable. From this information, plus a global bin index, the second operator method of the MetricTaker class creates a ''fake event'' for each thread, storing the bin center for its global bin in the local binCenters array and passing that to callFunction, as shown in Snippet 17. The signature of this operator method is slightly different from the one discussed in section VI, which is how Thrust tells them apart: This one takes int, int, fptype * in that order, while the other takes int, fptype * , int. The invocation for this is shown in Snippet 18. The differences are that here the counting_iterator goes over the global bins of the normalisation range and arrayAddress points to the device-side copy of normRanges. GooPdf subclasses may override the normalise method; notably, AddPdf and ProdPdf do so to ensure that their components are normalised. AddPdf calls the normalise method of each of its components (which, if they in turn are AddPdfs or ProdPdfs, may recursively call their own components), and returns the weighted sum of their integrals. Although the inverse of the integral is stored in normalisationFactors, the normalise method returns the un-inverted integral, to avoid confusion when using normalise for purposes other than updating normalisationFactors. ProdPdf, similarly, recursively normalises its components. In functions that factorise, this avoids the exponential growth of the required number of points at the cost of some additional kernel launches. Thus, in a function of the form P(x, y) = A(x)B(y), the x and y integrals are evaluated in separate kernel launches, requiring only M + N threads (where M and N are the number of bins in x and y respectively), where the default GooPdf implementation would require MN threads. However, in cases where two or more components share an observable, so that the function does not factorise neatly, ProdPdf uses the GooPdf implementation.
VIII. RESULTS
The results in this section are presented in greater detail in Ref. [7] which is targeted at the user community rather than the developer community.
To ensure the usefulness of GooFit in real-world physics problems, we simultaneously developed GooFit and used it as the fitting tool for a time-dependent amplitude analysis of the decay D 0 → π − π + π 0 , a study of particle-antiparticle mixing in the neutral charm meson system. Conceptually, the analysis parallels that for
which served as a model. The analysis was originally developed separately for CPU-only and GPU-enabled configurations. When GooFit evolved to use Thrust for all its parallel algorithms, it became possible to run precisely the same algorithm on a single CPU or multiple CPUs using the OpenMP back-end and on nVidia GPUs using the CUDA back-end. We compare intermediate results as well as final results from the analyses run on different architectures to assure the equivalence of the algorithms and their numerical stability, even though the GPU double precision arithmetic does not adhere to all aspects of the IEEE floating point standards.
The primary benchmark code is the full time-dependent amplitude fit including 16 complex resonances in the signal model, a less complicated background model, a model for efficiency as a function of position in the Dalitz plot, and a distribution of the decay time uncertainty σ t which varies across the Dalitz plot. There are about 40 free parameters and the data set is roughly 100K events. Characteristics of the platforms we use for timing the code are shown in Table 2 . The results of the timing tests are summarized in Table 1. (Results for a Mac laptop with the same GPU as Starscream and a slightly more powerful CPU were consistent for the GPU configuration and somewhat faster for the OpenMP configuration.) Wall clock timing and internal processor timing results are consistent, and the timing results for any data set are robust. Using simulated data rather than real data, similarly sized data sets require different processing times, depending on the number of iterations of parameters needed for convergence, so nominally similar problems differ by a factor of 2.5 in execution time. However, the time per iteration is stable at the 5% level.
In addition to the mixing fit described above, we have tested GooFit on ''Zach's fit'', named for a (now graduated) student of our group. This is a binned fit, extracting the D * + line width from measurements of the D * + − D mass difference, and involving an underlying relativistic P-wave BreitWigner convolved with a resolution function comprising several Gaussians [8] . In its original RooFit implementation, this fit takes about 7 minutes on our workstation 'Cerberus'. With GooFit this is reduced to just under 6 seconds using the C2050 GPU. This is a significant speedup, but not as impressive as with the mixing fit.
We do not fully understand the details of these results. The mixing fit code running on a single core under OpenMP runs much more quickly than the equivalent code written for CPU execution. For Zach's fit, using RooFit and GooFit interfaces to MINUIT with parallel calling sequences, we observe a similar ratio of execution times. We expect that this results from GooFit using fewer virtual function calls and more effective organization of memory. Executing GooFit on CPUs via OpenMP, the program speed increases almost linearly when running up to 8 processes on the dual quadcore system, then drops when hyperthreading is used to run 12 processes, and increases again at 16 processes. This very non-linear (not even monotonic) behavior may originate in memory access contention between the tasks. The overall speed increase moving from 8 to 16 processes is 30%. Running on a newer 4-core laptop, the overall speed increase moving from 4 to 8 processes is 50%. We interpret this to be a result of improved hyperthreading. Running on the C2050 nVidia board (an HPC product intended for computationally intensive scientific work) GooFit is 300 times faster on the GPU board than the equivalent code running in a single thread in a single CPU core, 50 times faster than itself running in a single thread in a single CPU core, and 5 times faster than itself running in 16 threads in a dual quad-core system. On a laptop, GooFit runs almost twice as quickly on a gamer GPU chip as it does using 8 threads in a 4-core CPU using OpenMP.
The speedup in Zach's fit is not as good as in the mixing fit; we do not fully understand the difference, but believe it is partly because a binned fit, with only a few thousand PDF evaluations per MINUIT iteration, does not take as much advantage of the massive parallelisation of the GPU as does an unbinned fit with a hundred thousand events.
IX. RUNNING ON BOTH GPU AND CPU
GooFit can use either the CUDA or the OpenMP backend of the Thrust library. The price of this flexibility is a layer of abstraction, replacing CUDA-specific keywords and methods such as __device__ and cudaMemcpy with GooFitspecific macros. For example, when compiling for a GPU, the evaluation functions must be marked __device__, denoting to nvcc that they are to be executed on the GPU. In the OpenMP case, the functions are to be executed on the host; thus in CUDA idiom they should be marked __host__, while in ordinary C++ idiom they should not be marked at all, since host execution is the assumed default. Similarly, for a CUDA target, GooFit relies on the CUDA built-in method cudaMemcpy, and its variant cudaMemcpyToSymbol for transfers to constant memory. In the OpenMP version, there is neither constant nor shared memory, and all memory transfers are done on the host using plain memcpy, familiar to C programmers since the days of Kernigan and Ritchie [9] .
The #define preprocessor commands that comprise the switch between CUDA and OpenMP are in the GlobalCudaDefines.hh file in the main GooFit directory; Table 3 shows the keywords thus created.
A. FLOATING-POINT ACCURACY
GlobalCudaDefines specifies that fptype is either float or (by default) double, and aliases the corresponding C math functions to all-caps macros. Thus for example EXP expands to either exp or expf, depending on whether fptype is double or float. This nominally allows switching GooFit's precision with a one-line change; as noted below, the single-precision version does not work yet.
X. FUTURE WORK
GooFit is ready for use in real-world physics problems, but several areas remain for future development and understanding. In no particular order:
• In principle, defining fptype as float should enable us to take better advantage of the subprocessors in nVidia GPUs, not all of which have double precision. However, doing so causes MIGRAD to take more iterations to converge, eliminating the gains from faster iterations. The difficulty appears to lie with the convergence criteria: MIGRAD reaches the vicinity of the eventual solution in roughly as many iterations as with double precision, but then hovers around the basin of attraction, apparently unable to ''make up its mind'' that it has found the answer. This is puzzling since the variablemetric algorithm is old enough to have been run when 32-bit architectures were the only game in town. A possible explanation is that the summation now runs over data sets orders of magnitude larger than what were available then.
• The brute-force normalisation method does not scale well, as discussed in section VII. Further, the MAX_NUM_OBSERVABLES limit in the normalising operator is not very elegant; worse, in tests on the 650M it causes crashes if set to the default 5. Presumably this is related to the size of __shared__ memory.
• Ideally, GooFit should support all the backends of Thrust; as more parallel frameworks are created, this will likely be a place for continuous development. For example, a backend for Intel's Thread Building Blocks would allow GooFit to run effectively on their ManyIntegrated-Core accelerators, such as the Xeon Phi. Likewise, a backend for AMD's GPUs would open up another class of accelerators for GooFit to run on.
• So far we have run GooFit on single accelerators. A longterm goal is to enable GooFit to talk to multiple GPUs, splitting the events between them and thus increasing still further the number of available processors.
XI. SUMMARY
GooFit is a thread-parallel, GPU-friendly function evaluation library. The default use case is providing MINUIT with highly parallel calculation of normalisation integrals and likelihood evaluations, but its modular structure allows it to provide similar functionality to any algorithm. A key feature of the design is its use of the Thrust library to manage all parallel kernel launches. This allows GooFit to execute on any architecture for which Thrust has a backend, currently including CUDA for nVidia GPUs and OpenMP for single-and multicore CPUs. In tests with binned and unbinned maximum likelihood fits, we observe speedups of order 5 on a single CPU with respect to other MINUIT wrappers. On an nVidia C2050 GPU, we observe another factor of 50 speedup for an unbinned likelihood fit, and less for a binned likelihood fit. With the OpenMP backend, we observe speedups linearly proportional to the number of physical cores available, and a further 30-50% speedup when taking advantage of hyperthreading. GooFit uses double indirection for both variable and function lookups. The resulting flat memory organisation allows fast data access; we believe some part of the performance advantage over RooFit comes from this non-object-oriented structure. Since earlier CUDA versions did not support virtual functions calls, GooFit implements run-time polymorphism using function pointers. This necessity has the virtue of avoiding a pitfall of object-oriented programming, where virtual functions, and their unavoidable overhead, may be nested within inner loops without the programmer noticing.
GooFit allows the user to construct composite functions by combining C++ objects, and also to extend the function library without directly engaging with the engine core. This conceptual separation of the code into interface, customisation, and engine components may be a useful model for other thread-parallel libraries.
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